
Year 4 Maths 20th May 

2020
LO: tell the time on analogue clocks



SOME WILL EVEN solve time problems by reading 

analogue clocks then calculating

SOME will read analogue clocks to the nearest 

minute

MOST will begin to read analogue clocks by looking 

at one hand at a time

ALL will understand that analogue clocks have an 

hour hand, a minute hand and a scale



RECALL
Here are some analogue clocks.

What is the same and different about them?



RECALL The same different

- They’re all circles

- There is a scale 

labelled around 

the circle

- There are two 

lines (called 

hands) that point 

at the scale 

- Different colours 

and styles

- Usually the scale 

is labelled with 

digits, but not 

always



The hands on the clock move round 

continuously in a clockwise direction.

The shorter hand moves much more 

slowly than the longer hand.

By looking at the position of the two 

hands, we can tell what time it is.

If this is something you have found 

difficult before, your mission is to be able 

to tell the time by the end of this lesson.

If you already know how to tell the time 

using an analogue clock, your mission is 

to use your skills to solve some problems.



Guided practice – how to tell the time

Step 1:

Ignore the longer hand and look at the shorter 

one. This is called the hour hand, because it 

tells you what hour of the day it is.

You can see that the hand is pointing to a 

number in between 1 and 2 on the scale. 

This tells us that it’s after 1 o’clock, but before 

2 o’clock.



Guided practice – how to tell the time

Step 2:

Now that we know the time is between 1 

o’clock and 2 o’clock, we can look at the longer 

hand (the minute hand) to tell us how many 

minutes past 1 o’clock it is.

To read the minutes, we must look at the tiny 

dots on the scale. If you start counting from the 

top, you will see that the minute hand is 

pointing at the 25th dot.

Start counting 

from here

So… we know the time is after 1 o’clock but before 2 o’clock, and we know that the minute 

hand is pointing to 25. So the time must be 25 minutes past 1, or 1:25. 



Guided practice – how to tell the time

The hour hand is between _____ and _____.

This means it is after _____ o’clock but before 

_____ o’clock.

The minute hand is pointing at the _____th dot 

on the scale. This means it is _____ minutes 

after _____ o’clock.

So the time is _____ past _____, or ________.

Start counting 

from here



Guided practice – how to tell the time

The hour hand is between 7 and 8.

This means it is after 7 o’clock but before 8

o’clock.

The minute hand is pointing at the 15th dot on 

the scale. This means it is 15 minutes after 

7 o’clock.

So the time is 15 past 7, or 7:15.

Start counting 

from here ANSWERS

STRANGE FACT:

Using the analogue clock, there is no way of knowing 

whether it is 7:15 in the morning or the evening! 



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – ONE CHILLI

 Look only at the hour hands to answer these questions.

The hour hand is 

between _____ and 

_____.

That means the time is 

after _____ o’clock 

but before _____ 

o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between _____ and 

_____.

That means the time is 

between _____ o’clock 

and _____ o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between _____ and 

_____.

That means the time is 

after _____ o’clock 

but before _____ 

o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between _____ and 

_____.

That means the time is 

between _____ o’clock 

and _____ o’clock.



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – ONE CHILLI answers

 Look only at the hour hands to answer these questions.

The hour hand is 

between 10 and 11.

That means the time is 

after 10 o’clock but 

before 11 o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between 7 and 8.

That means the time is 

between 7 o’clock and 

8 o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between 4 and 5.

That means the time is 

after 4 o’clock but 

before 5 o’clock.

The hour hand is 

between 12 and 1.

That means the time is 

between 12 o’clock 

and 1 o’clock.



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – TWO CHILLIES

 Look only at the minute hands to answer these questions.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

_____th dot on the scale.

That means it’s ______ minutes 

past something.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

_____th dot on the scale.

That means it’s ______ minutes 

past something.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

_____th dot on the scale.

That means it’s ______ minutes 

past something.



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – TWO CHILLIES answers

 Look only at the minute hands to answer these questions.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

55th dot on the scale.

That means it’s 55 minutes past 

something.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

6th dot on the scale.

That means it’s 6 minutes past 

something.

The minute hand is pointing to the 

37th dot on the scale.

That means it’s 37 minutes past 

something.



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – THREE CHILLIES

 Look only at both hands to answer these questions.

The time shown is __________.
The time shown is __________.

The time shown is __________.



 INTELLIGENT PRACTICE – THREE CHILLIES answers

 Look only at both hands to answer these questions.

The time shown is 15 minutes 

past 1 o’clock or 1:15.
The time shown is 33 minutes 

past 5 o’clock or 5:33.

The time shown is 52 minutes 

past 6 o’clock or 6:52.



If you need to practise some more, 

please complete the ‘reading 

analogue clocks’ worksheet.

If you are confident, continue on 

to the ‘dive deeper’ questions.



Dive deeper

What time will it be 23 minutes 

after the time shown on the 

clock?

It takes Fred twelve minutes to 

eat his lunch. When he 

finishes, he looks at the clock 

and sees this time. What time 

did he start eating lunch?

How long is it until 4 o’clock?



Dive deeper answers

What time will it be 23 minutes 

after the time shown on the 

clock?

10:29

It takes Fred twelve minutes to 

eat his lunch. When he 

finishes, he looks at the clock 

and sees this time. What time 

did he start eating lunch?

12:28

How long is it until 4 o’clock?

1 hour and 55 minutes.



Self assessment: how did you do?

SOME WILL EVEN solve time problems by reading 

analogue clocks then calculating

SOME will read analogue clocks to the nearest 

minute

MOST will begin to read analogue clocks by looking 

at one hand at a time

ALL will understand that analogue clocks have an 

hour hand, a minute hand and a scale


